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Offer for cooperation by VAL Limited 

Liability  Company, a Ukrainian 

machine building company,  in terms 

of production of metal structures and  

non-standard equipment based on the  

manufacturing facilities in Ukraine

✓Our company is searching for partners in European markets for

Cooperation in the area of production metal constructions and

tailor-made equipment at our company facilities.

+38-067-523-22-08

Kushnir27@gmail.com

http://val.net.ua

mailto:Kushnir27@gmail.com
http://val.net.ua/


The Subsidiary enterprise "Dniprodzerzhynsk steel works" is a proven leader of the Ukrainian steel industry with a 

wide nomenclature and serial production of the steel casting. 

Our company has many years of experience in the manufacture of casting, starting in 1926.

The enterprise has mastered production of steel shot (spherical and grit) of screen size from 0,3 to 4,75 mm. The 

production capacity is 500-800 tons per month.

We have conducted wide modernization of existent foundry capacity and have installed a new modern manufacturing 

line, and now our enterprise produces of high-quality products.

Please note that the steel shot of our production fully corresponds is according to world chemical analysis and 

hardness index and ISO (11124-3) and SAE (J444, J827) standards. 

Enterprise is the only supplier of low-carbon shot in Ukraine. Our products correspond to the quality of the world's 

largest manufacturers such as Winoa and Ervin Amasteel.The using of steel and cast iron fractions of our production is 

economically more profitable for your company, because our technological process completely excludes the presence 

of voids in the fraction, which greatly improves the efficiency of data processing.

In addition, our company is ready to offer a quality product at a more competitive price than European companies. We 

are the main supplier of shot for large Belarusian engineering companies, and have rich experience in working with 

EU contries. We ship our goods to Germany, Netherlands, Slovakia, Slovenia, Poland, Finland and so on. 

We are interested in negotiations with other manufacturing, Machines-making companies, who would be 
interested in purchasing our products.

51900, Ukraine, Kamenskoe, Ukrainian str.,4
Ph +380960498149, +380672830759
E-mail: savenko@dslz.biz yuhimenko@dslz.biz
Web-Site: http://dlz.com.ua/en/



ABOUTUS

The Ukrainian research and production company KB
INTEL has been present on the market of vibration screening
equipment since 1993 and has established itself as a
dynamically developing one, focused on finding new solutions
in the design of vibration devices for the dimensional
classification of dry and low-moisture bulk materials and solid
phase of aqueous slurries. Round high- frequency vibrating
sieves KB Intel allow to classify materials that are
traditionally classified as “difficult to sift”: prone to
agglomeration, poly- and highly dispersed, sticky, wet.

KB INTEL equipment is used in various industries:
mining, processing, food, pharmaceutical, etc. and
successfully competes with the equipment of the world's
leading manufacturers of vibration sifting devices.

KB INTEL builds relationships with Customers on the
principles of mutual benefit and maximum satisfaction of the
technical and technological requirements that they place on
the ordered equipment.



CONTACT US

LLC "DESIGN BUREAU INTEL"
UKRAINE
52204, Dnepropetrovsk region,  
Zheltyye vody, Gorkogo,10
Tel. +38(099) 055-31-62, +38(067) 
798-04-49
viber: +38(067) 798-04-49, +38(050) 
994-27-80
e-mail: kb_intel@ukr.net 
http://www.kb-intel.com.ua

mailto:kb_intel@ukr.net
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https://www.facebook.com/geometerukraine
https://www.youtube.com/c/geometergps
https://www.youtube.com/c/geometergps
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https://steelnet.ua/
https://deepnet.ua/
https://fixnet.com.ua/
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